Prognostic and predictive effects of diabetes, hypertension, and coronary artery disease among women on extended adjuvant letrozole: NCIC CTG MA.17.
Women with breast cancer and diabetes mellitus (DM) have poorer survival. Mechanisms include insulin dysregulation and/or DM related co-morbidities (CM). In MA.17 adjuvant letrozole (LET) after 5 years of tamoxifen (TAM) reduced the risk of recurrence and improved survival. We evaluated DM, hypertension (HTN), and coronary artery disease (CAD) as prognostic and predictive factors in MA.17. Disease free survival, distant disease free survival (DDFS) and overall survival (OS) were compared using Cox regression model adjusting for other prognostic factors: in women treated by placebo (PLAC) based on the presence or absence of baseline DM (n = 462), HTN (n = 1627), CAD (n = 604) or any one of these CM (n = 2049), and between LET and PLAC groups in each CM. Analyses based on nodal status were performed. DM was neither prognostic nor predictive for women on extended LET. Women with one CM had similar outcomes on LET compared to women free of CM. For node positive women, the difference between LET and PLAC in DDFS was greater among women with one CM (hazard ratio [HR] = 0.30 [0.15-0.60], p = 0.001) compared to those without CM (HR = 0.72 [0.45-1.16], p = 0.17, p interaction = 0.04). Women on PLAC with HTN trended towards lower DDFS (HR = 1.50 [0.98-2.3], p = 0.06) and OS (HR = 1.61 [0.95-2.72], p = 0.08) than non-HTN women. HTN women had better DDFS on LET than non-HTN women. Women with one CM on PLAC had lower OS (HR = 2.10 [1.26-3.51], p = 0.004) than those free of CM. DM was not prognostic or predictive of outcomes. Women with CM who remain disease free after 5 years of TAM should be offered LET. HTN trended towards a negative prognosticator and outcomes among this group were improved on LET. More studies are needed to assess impact of adrenergic stimulation as a possible link to poorer breast cancer outcomes.